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In the field of marine engineering, the friction and wear experienced by rotating mechanisms are recognized as significant

contributors to the failure of marine machinery. In order to enhance the safety and dependability of marine ship

operations, the implementation of on-line oil wear debris particle detection sensors enables the on-line monitoring of oil

and facilitates the rapid identification of abnormal wear locations.
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1. Introduction

The optimal functioning of marine engineering machinery and equipment plays a crucial role in ensuring the safety and

efficiency of ships during their operations at sea . In recent years, the rapid advancement and proliferation of smart ship

and unmanned ship technology has generated a pressing demand for on-line monitoring and early warning systems to

assess the operational condition of marine engineering machinery and equipment . In the field of marine engineering,

the occurrence of component wear and failure is a prevalent form of failure. It is of utmost importance to closely monitor

the wear condition of marine engineering machinery and equipment . Lubricating oil is commonly recognized as the vital

fluid that enables the smooth functioning of mechanical equipment . The oil in mechanical equipment serves multiple

purposes, including power transmission, lubrication, and cooling. Additionally, the presence of metal particles in the oil

provides valuable information regarding the friction and wear of the equipment .

Marine engineering machinery and equipment typically consist of ferromagnetic, paramagnetic, and diamagnetic materials

. The friction and wear process of mechanical equipment is a multifaceted and dynamic phenomenon that can be

divided into three distinct stages: the running-in period, the stable wear period, and the severe wear period . Different

stages of friction and wear result in the generation of metal particles that possess distinct characteristic information,

exhibiting variations in size, shape, and concentration . When abnormal wear takes place, it disrupts the equilibrium

state of metal particles present in the oil. Consequently, there is an increase in particle concentration, with the particle size

typically ranging between 50 and 100 μm . When the size of metal particles falls within the range of 150–350 μm, it

typically signifies the presence of wear-induced failure . According to the causes of wear failure and wear mechanisms,

various types of wear can be identified, including adhesive wear, abrasive wear, fatigue wear, and corrosive wear .

Different types of wear result in the generation of distinct forms of metal particles, namely spherical particles, cutting

particles, flake particles, fatigue-induced particles, and particles caused by severe sliding . The phenomenon of friction

and wear in mechanical equipment is a multifaceted and intricate process of evolution. The size of particles, magnetic

characteristics, and concentration of wear debris particles present in the oil can serve as indicators of the friction and wear

experienced by marine engineering machinery and equipment . In the context of marine engineering machinery and

equipment, the assessment of metal particle size in the oil can provide valuable insights into the friction, wear rate, and

overall condition of such machinery and equipment. By effectively distinguishing between ferromagnetic metal particles

and non-ferromagnetic metal particles present in oil, it is possible to accurately identify the worn parts of marine

engineering machinery and equipment .

2. Inductive Sensor

Inductive sensors function based on electromagnetic principles. They detect wear particles in the oil by monitoring

alterations in electromagnetic properties as the particles traverse a magnetic field. Inductive sensors demonstrate a high

level of efficacy in detecting wear particles that are ferrous in nature, primarily composed of iron. Inductive sensors,

however, have a limitation in that they can only detect ferromagnetic materials, and furthermore, these materials must

possess good conductivity. In 2018, Sanga et al. introduced a novel microcontroller-based inductive quasi-digital sensor

that gained recognition for its cost-effectiveness, low power consumption, and remarkable precision in detecting metallic

wear particles present in lubricants utilized in rotating machinery . These sensors enabled continuous on-line
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monitoring of lubricating oils and featured an LCD display that would trigger an automatic alarm when metal particles

exceeding 50 μm were detected, indicating a potentially dangerous machine state. Experimental studies have

demonstrated the sensor’s efficacy in accurately detecting and monitoring iron particles as small as 30 μm, as well as

non-ferrous metal particles with a diameter of 70 μm. In 2012, Du et al. successfully implemented an inductive wear

particle detection sensor with seven parallel microchannels, enabling efficient high-throughput on-line monitoring of

lubricant oil. This achievement was made possible by leveraging the Coulter counting principle . The sensor design

implemented in their study involved the integration of two layers of planar coils and microchannels. Experimental

investigations highlight the impressive capability of the sensor to effectively process two milliliters of lubricating oil per

minute, while simultaneously ensuring minimal interference between the seven microchannels. In contrast to single-

channel systems, the utilization of a multi-channel monitoring approach has been shown to be an exceptionally effective

strategy for achieving high-throughput detection. In 2017, Zhu et al. introduced a portable inductive wear debris sensor

with a ferrite core as part of the ongoing efforts in the field of on-line machine health monitoring . The sensor described

possesses the ability to detect iron particles with diameters of 11 µm and 50 µm. This is achieved through the

measurement of inductance using two planar coils that are wound around a pair of ferrite cores. The design of their

sensors enables the attainment of a magnetic flux that is characterized by higher density, greater uniformity, and

enhanced sensitivity in comparison to previous models. The results of the study revealed the successful achievement of

high-throughput on-line monitoring, with a sampling rate of 750 milliliters per minute, using the simultaneous sampling

technique. It has been demonstrated to be particularly well-suited for the on-line monitoring of wear particles of smaller

sizes. Zhu et al. developed a 3 × 3 time-division multiplexed inductive sensor specifically designed for efficient high-

throughput particle monitoring in 2017 . The sensor employed in this study effectively addresses crosstalk issues by

employing a hybrid approach that combines time division multiplexing and series diodes. This approach enables the

attainment of sequential responses within each channel. The study findings emphasize the sensor’s ability to accurately

monitor wear particles as small as 50 µm. The utilization of the simultaneous sampling approach in the study led to a

substantial decrease in the time required for data processing. This novel design concept has the potential to be extended

in order to establish an N × N sensor array mode, which would enable efficient monitoring of lubricant wear particles with

high throughput. In 2020, Bai et al. developed a novel dual solenoid inductive sensor for the detection of magnetic

nanoparticles. This sensor demonstrated enhanced detection accuracy in comparison to conventional single solenoid

sensors, as depicted in Figure 1 . Through the utilization of theoretical analysis and scanning electron microscopy, the

researchers were able to identify the optimal concentration of nanoparticles and subsequently confirm that the sensitivity

of this sensor in detecting magnetic nanoparticles was significantly enhanced, exhibiting a notable increase of 19–24%.

Hong et al. introduced a novel hybrid detection strategy that employs a generic calibration framework based on artificial

neural networks in 2020 . This approach effectively reduces detection errors under different mixing conditions in

inductive abrasive particle sensors. The findings of their study showcased the efficacy of the proposed scheme, as it

achieved results with an error rate of less than 20% across a range of abrasive particle concentrations, from 5 mg/L to 100

mg/L. One limitation of this approach is the requirement for network redesign and retraining when implementing it with

different inductive sensors or under varying operational conditions. Xiao et al. conducted a research study on an inductive

sensor that was specifically designed for the purpose of detecting metal abrasive particles in large-diameter pipes in 2019

. Experimental results demonstrated that the output signal obtained from the sensor in the lubricating oil circuit, which

relied on a high-gradient magnetic field, displayed a linear relationship with the driving current. The sensor, however, had

a limited capability in detecting debris that had a z-axis height smaller than the diameter of the pipes. Notably, the

effectiveness of detection was impacted when the axial separation between two abrasive particles fell below 25 mm,

leading to aliasing in the induced voltage signals of the two particles. Ren et al. developed an inductive abrasive particle

sensor that incorporates multiple induction coils strategically placed around an excitation coil in 2018 . Diverging from

conventional sensor configurations, this particular design utilizes the simultaneous operation of multiple coils to effectively

facilitate the coupling of the excitation magnetic field with the sensing end. This approach serves to increase the output

voltage and improve sensitivity. Empirical evidence substantiates the sensor’s ability to precisely quantify iron particles

with a diameter of 120 μm and non-ferrous metal particles measuring 210 μm in diameter. The novel methodology for

sensor design effectively reduces the monitoring limit for inductive abrasive sensors.
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Figure 1. Inductive wear particle detection sensor based on PDMS . (a) Structural design of inductive sensor. (b)

Schematic diagram of wear particles passing through the sensor. (c) The detection results of iron particles with a diameter

of 50 μm in the inductive detection sensor. (d) The detection results of copper particles with a diameter of 100 μm in the

inductance detection sensor.

In 2020, Zeng et al. introduced a highly sophisticated micro-impedance sensor that incorporates two solenoid coils and

eight silicon steel needles. This sensor is designed for the purpose of monitoring the condition of oil . The inclusion of

silicon steel needles serves to enhance the concentration of the magnetic field in the sensor, thereby leading to an

enhancement in the intensity of magnetic induction. Research findings indicate that the sensor has the ability to accurately

detect iron particles with a diameter of 18 μm and copper particles measuring 75 μm when operating in the inductive

mode. Notably, the micro-impedance sensor presented in this study features a simple design and does not necessitate

the use of intricate external circuits. When utilized for high-throughput wear particle detection, the sensor is susceptible to

producing aliasing signals as wear particles traverse it. This has the potential to affect the evaluation of wear particle

concentration and size. In 2021, Muthuvel et al. initiated the development of an innovative inductive sensor that employs a

passive wireless LC sensing method. This sensor is specifically designed for monitoring wear particles in high-pressure

hydraulic circuits . The external coil of the sensor is energized by an alternating current (AC) signal that operates at the

balanced resonant frequency of the system. As a result of wear particles passing through it, the sensor experiences a

phase shift in its response. By conducting an analysis of the fluctuating direction of the output phase, this sensor

demonstrates the capability to accurately differentiate between ferrous and non-ferrous metals that are present within the

oil. The findings of their study demonstrated that the sensor possesses the ability to detect metal particles with a size

exceeding 25 μm, while maintaining a flow rate of 40 L/min. In 2020, Wang et al. conducted a study to gain insights into

the phenomenon of signal aliasing . The investigation focused on examining the effects of various factors, including

wear particle motion state, motion speed, spatial position, and others, on the waveform of aliasing signals within inductive

sensors. A direct relationship has been discovered between the voltage induced by aliasing and the velocity of wear

particles. Furthermore, the peak-to-peak voltage of the aliasing signal is also found to be proportional to the radius of the

wear particles. In 2020, Li et al. conducted a comprehensive investigation on a novel inductive wear particle monitoring

sensor. The sensor showcased a distinctive design, characterized by a three-coil inverted dual-excitation solenoid .

Using the Time Harmonic Electromagnetic Field Analysis (THEFA) method, the researchers performed finite element

numerical simulations to investigate the impedance and coil characteristics of the sensor. They then conducted

experimental tests to validate their theoretical findings. Their research findings revealed that the sensitivity of the sensor

could be greatly improved by employing a meticulous design strategy that takes into account various factors such as the

height, thickness, distance, and turn density of both the excitation and induction coils. To achieve accurate voltage output

signals, a pass-band filter amplifier circuit was developed with the objective of eliminating harmonics in the output voltage

signal. This approach enables high-resolution and high-sensitivity measurements of wear particles. In 2019, Feng et al.
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conducted a thorough investigation on an inductive wear particle sensor that utilizes a high-gradient magnetic field .

They have developed a mathematical model to investigate the theoretical relationship between the induced voltage and

the size of wear particles that are produced when they traverse through the high-gradient magnetic field of the sensor.

The experimental findings have substantiated the sensor’s efficacy in detecting ferromagnetic wear particles with a

minimum diameter of 25 μm. Qian et al. conducted groundbreaking research in 2021, being the first to theoretically

investigate and provide empirical evidence that the residual voltage, arising from the asymmetry of two excitation coils, is

a crucial factor that constrains the potential improvement in resolution of inductive debris sensors . To attain automated

suppression of residual voltage, the researchers developed a three-coil inductive abrasive particle sensor that

incorporates a two-stage self-asymmetric compensation circuit. Experimental results demonstrated that the sensitivity of

the sensor surpassed that of a sensor lacking this compensation by a factor of more than 31. This enabled successful

detection of iron abrasive particles with a diameter of 70 µm and non-ferrous abrasive particles measuring 165 µm in

diameter. This experiment highlighted the notable benefits of employing the automatic asymmetric compensation circuit

(AACC), specifically in attaining exceptionally high levels of resolution and sensitivity in the sensor. Wu et al. introduced a

novel inductive wear particle detection sensor that incorporates dual excitation and dual induction coils in 2021 .

Through rigorous experimental validation, the researchers have conclusively demonstrated that the sensor exhibits

exceptional sensitivity, enabling it to accurately detect ferrous metal particles measuring 115 µm and non-ferrous metal

particles measuring 313 µm in size. Additionally, the study conducted by the researchers aimed to investigate the

influence of variables such as excitation frequency and radial distribution of the magnetic field on the sensitivity of the

inductive sensor. In their pursuit of improving the accuracy of wear level monitoring in ferromagnetic rigid friction pairs,

Feng et al. developed an innovative inductive sensor that is specifically tailored for monitoring ferromagnetic particles.

This sensor utilizes a high-gradient static magnetic field in 2021 . The sensor configuration consists of two cylindrical

magnetic rings and a magnetic housing. By employing a mathematical model and employing finite element analysis, the

researchers were able to acquire the magnetic field distribution and output voltage waveform of the sensor. The numerical

simulation results provided clarification on the influence of induction coil length, coil position, and particle radial position on

the output voltage. Ultimately, the research findings demonstrated the sensor’s efficacy in detecting ferromagnetic

particles, even at high flow rates, with a minimum diameter of 13 µm. Park et al. developed an inductive metal particle

detection sensor through the utilization of an aerosol-hydrosol adoption method in 2021 . The aforementioned sensor is

capable of converting measurement signals into the concentration of ferrous metal particles, thereby exhibiting its capacity

to differentiate between ferrous and non-ferrous metals. Research findings suggest that the sensor demonstrates a high

level of effectiveness in detecting iron particles within the size range of 5 to 10 µm, as well as copper particles sized

between 50 and 60 µm. Comparatively, the sensor demonstrates a commendable level of consistency when compared to

high-precision commercial measuring instruments. This characteristic renders it suitable for the detection of small-size

metal particles. However, its effectiveness diminishes when it comes to detecting larger-size metal particles. Wu et al.

presented a novel methodology for quantifying the dimensions of non-ferrous metal particles by utilizing the impedance

signal generated by an inductive sensor coil in 2021 . In contrast to traditional investigations on inductive sensors, their

approach solely concentrated on analyzing the imaginary component of the coil impedance signal output. Theoretical

analysis has demonstrated that the coil impedance encompasses both real and imaginary components, which can be

described by an elliptic function in the presence of coupled signals originating from various materials. Through conducting

measurement experiments on aluminum and copper particles, the researchers were able to demonstrate that the sensor’s

measurement results showed an error rate of less than 12.8% when compared to the results obtained through optical

microscope measurement. In scenarios where the accurate identification of material and size of multiple mixed metal wear

particles is challenging using conventional inductive mixers, Li et al. proposed a solution in 2022, as depicted in Figure 2
. A triple-coil inductive sensor, integrated with a double lock-in amplifier circuit (DLAC), was utilized to detect complex-

domain signals emitted by metal particles, even in the presence of noise interference. The experiments conducted on the

detection of five different metal particles using complex-domain signal detection showed that the inductive sensor based

on DLAC demonstrated exceptional precision, resolution, noise immunity, and minimal zero drift. These findings effectively

address the identified issues.
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Figure 2. Inductive wear particle detection sensor based on dual lock-in amplifier circuit . (a) Experimental system

components for particle detection. (b) Microscopic images of iron particles with a diameter of 70 μm and copper particles

with a diameter of 120 μm. (c) Complex plane distribution plot of particles of different sizes and materials. (d) The

detection results obtained by real domain detection.

3. Capacitive Sensor

Capacitive sensors operate by detecting changes in capacitance caused by the movement of wear particles within an

electric field. They depend on variations in the dielectric characteristics of the oil caused by the existence of particles.

Capacitive sensors have the capability to detect particles, regardless of whether they are metallic or non-metallic. In 2005,

Raadnui et al. developed a cost-effective capacitive sensor specifically designed for the purpose of monitoring suspended

wear metal particles and contaminants present in lubricating oils . The sensor is characterized by a grid of sensing

elements that are arranged in parallel with multiple small gaps between them. It has been demonstrated that the presence

of contaminants, specifically iron particles, has a significant influence on the observed variations in lubricant degradation

as detected by the sensor. In the field of aero-engine health monitoring, the on-line monitoring of wear particles in

lubricating oil is of utmost importance. Han et al. proposed the use of a cylindrical capacitive sensor that consists of two

coaxial cylinders in 2017 . They successfully incorporated this sensor into the piping of an aero-engine lubrication

system in order to monitor changes in the conditions of the lubricating oil. Their methodology encompassed the

establishment of mathematical models and the execution of numerical simulations in order to analyze the sensing

mechanism and characteristics of capacitive sensors. Experimental validation has shown that capacitance values can be

used to characterize wear particles. Additionally, compensation methods have been proposed to improve the accuracy of

the sensor. Leveraging microfluidic technology, Bai et al. demonstrated the versatility of a capacitive sensor specifically

designed for high-throughput hydraulic oil detection in 2019 . This sensor is capable of seamlessly transitioning from

capacitive to inductive working mode. This particular sensor is equipped with a set of silicon steel sheets that possess an

annular microchannel. This unique feature allows for the manipulation of the magnetic field within the silicon steel sheet

by modifying the connection of the coil. Consequently, the sensor enables the identification and categorization of diverse

pollutants with exceptional flexibility. Liu et al. introduced a capacitive sensing system that was specifically developed to

evaluate the level of wear in marine diesel engines in 2000 . This system functions by detecting changes in the

dielectric constant of the lubricating oil in order to assess its quality. The lubricating oil quality detector, consisting of upper

and lower capacitors, is capable of accurately detecting real-time changes in oil quality caused by contaminants such as

water and metal wear particles. Wang et al. proposed a novel capacitive sensor network system aimed at detecting wear

particles in lubricants used in aero-engines in 2022 . This system incorporates parallel curved electrodes and non-

parallel planar electrodes, resulting in the formation of multiple subspaces characterized by decreased electrode
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distances. Each subspace comprises two distinct pairs of electrodes. As wear particles traverse these spaces, alterations

occur in the dielectric constant between the electrodes and the capacitance existing between them. Experimental findings

suggest that there is a correlation between the size and mass of wear particles and an increase in the capacitance value

of the sensor. In 2020, Islam et al. introduced a novel non-contact cross-capacitive sensor that operates on the

Thompson–Lampard principle. This sensor was designed specifically for the detection of abrasive particles in lubricating

oil, as depicted in Figure 3 . The sensor, consisting of four cylindrical electrodes, underwent testing using metal

particles of varying weights (ranging from 10.5 mg to 27.5 mg) in a lubricating oil. Their research demonstrates that when

metal particles traverse the sensor, there is a sudden alteration in the effective dielectric constant of the lubricating oil,

resulting in a significant rise in capacitance value. Additionally, the capacitance peak demonstrates variation in

accordance with the size of the metal particles, with the largest peak observed at 27.5 mg and the smallest peak observed

at 12.2 mg. Additionally, the research findings indicate that the sensor registers capacitive pulses with more distinct peaks

and shorter durations when heavier metal particles are in motion at higher velocities. Conversely, lighter particles result in

longer pulse durations. The non-contact capacitive sensor described in this study is designed to preserve electrode

integrity and achieve a high level of accuracy, with a tolerance of up to ±0.82%. Sun et al. developed a microsensor that

integrates a 12-plate capacitance array, employing adaptive cytogenetics (SA-CGA) and morphological algorithms, in

2019 . They have also proposed a novel inversion method that utilizes hyper-heuristic partial differential equations to

effectively identify multiscale metal abrasive particles. Through conducting finite element simulations of the metal abrasive

particle detection system, the researchers investigated the influence of abrasive particle characteristics on plate

capacitance. The findings of their study showcased the efficacy of the capacitive array sensor in performing real-time

detection of abrasive particles within the range of 200. This was done by comparing the results obtained from the

capacitive array sensor with those obtained from an off-line detection CCD imaging system. The measurement is 900 μm.

However, one limitation of this sensor is its incapability to detect metal abrasive particles with high throughput. Murali et al.

conducted groundbreaking research on a novel capacitive microfluidic sensor that was specifically developed to detect

metal abrasive particles in 2009 . This research marked the first utilization of the Coulter counter principle. Recognizing

the inherent difficulty in directly measuring alterations in electrical resistance resulting from the presence of abrasive

particles, the researchers made the decision to instead monitor fluctuations in capacitance between the two polar plates

situated within the microchannel. This experiment showcases the potential utilization of a microfluidic detection apparatus

in the domain of identifying abrasive particles in low-conductivity lubricating oil. Zhu et al. utilized a network of coaxial

capacitive sensors to evaluate and classify the morphology of metallic wear particles in 2022 . They optimized the

parameters of a Support Vector Machine (SVM) model and enhanced its classification accuracy through the

implementation of intelligent optimization techniques. This study emphasizes the capability of the coaxial capacitive

sensor network to analyze the various dimensions of wear particles. Furthermore, it demonstrates that the optimized

Support Vector Machine (SVM) model can accurately classify wear particles present in lubricating oil.

Figure 3. High-precision cross-capacitive metal particle detection sensor .

Liu et al. conducted a study on the optimization of parallel resonant circuits in capacitive abrasive sensors. The

researchers employed a method that involved adjusting the parallel capacitance to enhance the performance of the

sensors in 2022 . The evaluation of the detection quality was conducted through the measurement of the relative

impedance change of the LC resonant circuit. The conducted experiments involved the utilization of both ferrous and non-

ferrous metal particles and demonstrated a significant level of concurrence between the experimental outcomes and the

calculated results. A significant advantage of capacitive devices lies in their ease of replacement in experimental setups,

allowing for the adjustment of parallel capacitance as a viable method to optimize abrasive particle sensors in comparison

to other types of sensing system devices. In 2022, Wang et al. investigated a high-sensitivity, multi-channel, multi-modal
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capacitive sensor that was specifically developed for the purpose of detecting wear particles in a high-throughput manner.

This sensor is illustrated in Figure 4 . The sensor comprises four glass capillary channels, a planar coil, a solenoid coil,

a cylindrical parallel-plate capacitor, and a rectangular parallel-plate capacitor. The system has the capability to achieve

high-throughput on-line monitoring of a wide range of pollutants, such as ferromagnetic particles, non-ferromagnetic

particles, air, water, and other substances. The detection throughput of the sensor has undergone a substantial

improvement, exhibiting a twelve-fold increase compared to its initial value. In 2022, Gao et al. presented a novel

capacitive sensor that was specifically developed for real-time monitoring of the mean velocity of metal particle flow in

narrow pipes . This sensor employs double triangular electrodes for both numerical simulations and experimental

investigations. Importantly, it has been found that the axial position of the metal particles does not have a significant

impact on velocity measurements. In the initial experiments, the researchers confirmed the viability of the sensor for

measuring the velocity of metal particles, demonstrating a repeatability error of less than 7%. It is important to highlight

that the metal particles examined in their study had a relatively large diameter and flow velocity, and the fluid flow was

predominantly influenced by gravity. In 2018, Muthuvel et al. conducted a study on an efficient and cost-effective

capacitive sensor that was specifically designed for the detection of abrasive particles in hydraulic systems . The

methodology entails the utilization of a permanent magnet to attract iron-containing abrasive particles towards the sensor.

Subsequently, a capacitive sensor is employed to monitor the presence of iron-containing abrasive particles with a

diameter exceeding 200 μm in the lubricating oil. The findings of the research demonstrated that the implementation of the

capacitive sensor, employing the differential sensing technique, presented significant benefits such as enhanced

sensitivity, cost-effectiveness, and operational efficiency. Additionally, the utilization of permanent magnets effectively

attracted ferrous abrasive particles towards the sensor, thereby guaranteeing the absence of any abrasive particles within

the hydraulic system’s circuit. It is crucial to acknowledge that the current capability of the sensor is limited to monitoring

abrasive particles made of ferrous metal. In 2022, Shi et al. presented an innovative integrated multi-unit capacitive

sensing microsensor. This microsensor was specifically designed to achieve ultrasensitive detection and comprehensive

analysis of various contaminants in oil, including metal wear particles, air bubbles, and moisture . By employing

impedance parameters, this sensor exhibits the capability to accurately distinguish between iron filings with sizes ranging

from 16 µm to 500 µm, copper filings with sizes ranging from 60 µm to 500 µm, as well as detect air bubbles and moisture

in oil that are larger than 170 µm.

Figure 4. High-sensitivity, high-throughput capacitive detection sensor for oil contamination . (a) The overall structure

design of the sensor. (b) Capacitive sensor experimental test system. (c) The detection signals obtained by the cylindrical

capacitive sensor under different excitation frequencies. (d) Basic noise of different types of capacitive sensors.

4. Resistance Sensor

The resistance detection method is employed to identify particulate matter by utilizing the disparity in conductivity among

different substances. Resistance sensors are utilized to measure fluctuations in the electrical resistance of the oil. When

wear particles are present, they generate conductive pathways that modify the resistance of the oil. These sensors have
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the capability to detect a diverse array of wear particle types. In 2019, Birkin et al. conducted an experiment to evaluate

the performance of a newly developed differential resistive pulse sensor for particle size analysis. The results showed that

this sensor had a higher signal-to-noise ratio compared to traditional current sensing techniques, especially when applied

to Coulter counting. These findings are illustrated in Figure 5 . The sensitivity of the resistive sensor is contingent upon

various factors, including the selection of the resistor and the voltage applied. Song et al. developed a microfluidic-based

differential resistive pulse sensor for the purpose of monitoring nanoparticles in 2011 . This sensor is capable of

detecting particles through the observation of resistive pulses that are generated when particles pass through a

designated sensing region. By implementing differential amplification techniques, the researchers are able to improve the

signal-to-noise ratio of the sensor. The aforementioned sensor is highly regarded for its uncomplicated data processing

capabilities and exceptional sensitivity. Santilli et al. developed a resistive sensor that is capable of monitoring wear

particles by measuring the rate of fluid wear in 1989 . The response of this sensor is influenced by the size and wear

properties of both ferromagnetic and non-ferromagnetic particles. The objective is accomplished through the integration of

two layers of metal film on its outer surface. When particles in rapid motion collide with the metal film, it undergoes

gradual erosion, resulting in an elevation of resistance. Monitoring the change in resistance allows for the identification of

wear particles.

Figure 5. Detection principle of resistive particle detection sensor .
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